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Abstract. Boolean modelling of gene regulation but also of post-trans-
criptomic systems has proven over the years that it can bring powerful
analyses and corresponding insight to the many cases where precise bi-
ological data is not sufficiently available to build a detailed quantitative
model. This is even more true for very large models where such data
is frequently missing and led to a constant increase in size of logical
models à la Thomas. Besides simulation, the analysis of such models is
mostly based on attractor computation, since those correspond roughly
to observable biological phenotypes. The recent use of trap spaces made
a real breakthrough in that field allowing to consider medium-sized mod-
els that used to be out of reach. However, with the continuing increase
in model-size, the state-of-the-art computation of minimal trap spaces
based on prime-implicants shows its limits as there can be a huge number
of implicants.

In this article we present an alternative method to compute minimal
trap spaces, and hence complex attractors, of a Boolean model. It re-
places the need for prime-implicants by a completely different technique,
namely the enumeration of maximal siphons in the Petri net encoding
of the original model. After some technical preliminaries, we expose the
concrete need for such a method and detail its implementation using An-
swer Set Programming. We then demonstrate its efficiency and compare
it to implicant-based methods on some large Boolean models from the
literature.

Keywords: Logical models · Boolean models · Trap spaces · Attractor
computation · Petri nets · Siphons
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1 Introduction

From the observation that the transcriptional regulation behaved in a sigmoid
step-like way, came the original idea to represent models of gene regulation as dis-
crete event systems. Those Gene Regulation Networks (GRN) use thresholds or
equivalently logical functions to represent the different regulations [18,46,48,47].

Boolean modelling has proven over the years that it can bring powerful anal-
yses and corresponding insight to the many cases where precise biological data
is not sufficiently available to build a detailed quantitative model [50], even for
modelling post-transcriptional mechanisms. This is even more true for very large
models where such data is frequently missing and led to a constant increase in
size of logical models à la Thomas [1]. Besides simulation, the analysis of such
models is mostly based on attractor computation, since those correspond roughly
to observable biological phenotypes. The recent use of trap spaces [27] made a
real breakthrough in that field allowing to consider medium-sized models that
used to be out of reach. However, with the continuing increase in model-size, the
state-of-the-art computation of minimal trap spaces based on prime-implicants
shows its limits as there can be a huge number of implicants.

It is worth noting that the recent method presented in [11] for comput-
ing minimal trap spaces avoids the prime-implicants computation by relying on
the most-permissive semantics of Boolean models. This method has been im-
plemented in the tool mpbn4 demonstrated in [41] for handling medium-sized
models from the literature and very large synthetic models (up to 100,000 nodes).
However, this method is only applicable for locally-monotonic Boolean models,
whereas the prime-implicants based method [27] is applicable for general Boolean
models (i.e., including both locally-monotonic and non-locally-monotonic ones).
The study [37] highlights the need for non-locally-monotonic Boolean models in
both biological and theoretical aspects. Hence, it is still necessary to develop effi-
cient methods for computing minimal trap spaces of large-scale general Boolean
models.

Petri nets were introduced in the 60s as simple formalism for describing and
analyzing information-processing systems that are characterized as being concur-
rent, asynchronous, non-deterministic and possibly distributed [42,33]. The use
of Petri nets for representing biochemical reaction systems, by mapping molecu-
lar species to places and reactions to transitions, hinted at already in [42,33] was
used more thoroughly quite late in [43], together with some Petri net concepts
and tools for the analysis of metabolic networks. Siphons are such a concept,
but they have not been used a lot for the study of biochemical systems [51,4]
even if the practical cost of computing their minimal/maximal elements appear
much more manageable than the theoretical complexity would indicate [38,35].

In this article we present an alternative method to compute minimal trap
spaces, and hence complex attractors, of a general Boolean model. It replaces the
need for prime-implicants by a completely different technique, namely the enu-
meration of maximal siphons in the Petri net encoding of the original model. Af-

4 https://github.com/bnediction/mpbn
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ter some technical preliminaries, we expose the concrete need for such a method
and detail its implementation using Answer Set Programming. We then demon-
strate its efficiency and compare it to implicant-based methods on several large
Boolean models from the literature.

All models used for evaluation and the implementation of the presented
method are available at https://github.com/soli/trap-spaces-as-siphons and ex-
ecutable as a CoLoMoTo docker image.

2 Preliminaries

We will briefly recall here some preliminaries on Boolean models related to trap
spaces and Petri nets. In the case of multi-level Logical models, an encoding into
a Boolean model is always possible [15].

2.1 Traps spaces

We recall here some definitions from [27] for the introduction of trap spaces.
Minimal trap spaces prove to be a very good approximation of the attractors of
a Boolean model under asynchronous update schemes and have become the de
facto standard way to analyze models of a few tens of genes [28,16].

Given a Boolean model M = (V, F ) with nodes V = (v1, . . . , vn) and Boolean
functions F = (f1, . . . , fn), its state-space is SM = Bn with B = {0, 1}. A state
s ∈ Bn is a mapping s:V 7→ B that assigns either 0 (inactive) or 1 (active) to
each node. At each time step t, node vi can update its state by

vi(t+ 1) ∈ {vi(t), fi(v(t))}

where v(t) is the state of M at time t, vi(t+1) is the state of node vi at time t+1
and an update scheme specifies which value is chosen [47]. There are two main
types of update schemes: synchronous, where for all i, vi(t + 1) = fi(v(t)), and
asynchronous, where an i is chosen among the possible updates (fi(v(t)) ̸= vi(t)),
and all the other nodes j remain fixed at vj(t).

A non-empty set T ⊆ SM is a trap set of M if and only if for every x ∈ T
and y ∈ SM with y is reachable from x it holds that y ∈ T .

A subspace m of SM is characterized by its fixed nodes (denoted by Dm)
and free nodes. This subspace can be specified by an assignment m : Dm 7→ B
where Dm ⊆ V and m(u) is the value of node u ∈ Dm. The remaining nodes
of M, V \Dm, are said to be free, i.e., they can receive any Boolean value. We
write subspaces like states but use in addition the symbol ⋆ to indicate that
a node is free. A subspace m thus corresponds to the set of states SM[m] :=
{s ∈ SM | ∀v ∈ Dm : s(v) = m(v)}. For example, m = ⋆ ⋆ 1 means that
Dm = {v3}, m(v3) = 1, and corresponds to the set of states {001, 011, 101, 111}.
Let S⋆

M denote the set of all possible subspaces of M. Note that |S⋆
M| = 3n and

SM ⊂ S⋆
M [27].

A trap space is defined as a subspace that is also a trap set. It is noted that
trap spaces of a Boolean model are independent of the update scheme of this

https://github.com/soli/trap-spaces-as-siphons
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model [27]. Then, we define a partial order < on S⋆
M as: m < m′ if and only

if SM[m] ⊆ SM[m′] and SM[m] ̸= SM[m′]. Consequently, a trap space m is
minimal if and only if there is no trap space m′ ∈ S⋆

M such that m′ < m.
For example, let us consider the Boolean model shown in Example 1. Fig-

ure 1(a) shows the dynamics of this model under the fully asynchronous update
(i.e., only one node is nondeterministically selected in order to be updated at
each time step). The model has all two trap spaces, m1 = 11 and m2 = ⋆⋆. Since
m1 < m2, m1 is a minimal trap space of the Boolean model.

Example 1. We give a Boolean model M = (V, F ), where V = (x1, x2) and
F = (f1, f2) with f1 = (x1 ∧ x2) ∨ (¬x1 ∧ ¬x2), f2 = (x1 ∧ x2) ∨ (¬x1 ∧ ¬x2).
Herein, ∧, ∨, and ¬ denote the conjunction, disjunction, and negation logical
operators, respectively.

00

01

10

11

(a) State transition graph,
under the fully asyn-
chronous update.

px1

px1

px2

px2

t1x1

t2x1

t1x2

t2x2

(b) Petri net encoding of the model. Circles denote
places, whereas rectangles denote transitions.

Fig. 1: Dynamics and encoding of the Boolean model of Example 1

2.2 Petri net encoding of Boolean models

Definition 1. A Petri net is a weighted bipartite directed graph (P, T,W ), where
P is a non-empty finite set of vertices called places, T is a non-empty finite set
of vertices called transitions, P ∩ T = ∅, and W : (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) 7→ N is a
weight function attached to the arcs.

A marking for a Petri net is a mapping m : P 7→ N that assigns a number of
tokens to each place. A place p is marked by a marking m if and only if m(p) > 0.
We shall write pred(x) (resp. succ(x)) to represent the set of vertices that have
a (non-zero weighted) arc leading to (resp. coming from) x.

The link between Boolean models à la Thomas and Petri nets was originally
established in [8] in order to make available formal methods like model-checking
for the analysis of such systems. The basic encoding into 1-safe (i.e., never more
than one token in each place) nets only holds for purely Boolean models but was
later extended to multivalued Logical models in two ways, either in [6] with non
1-safe Petri nets or more recently in [9] with 1-safe nets but many more places.
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Since our study is focused on Boolean models, we briefly recall the original
encoding here. Its basis is that every node (gene) v of the original model M =
(V, F ) is represented by two separate places (pv and pv), corresponding to its two
states, active, and inactive, respectively. Each conjunct of the logical function
that activates the gene will lead to a transition t, consuming the inactive place
(i.e., a directional arc from pv to t), producing the active place (i.e., a directional
arc from t to pv), and with all other literals both consumed and produced (i.e.,
a bidirectional arc). And conversely for the inactivation. Let s be a state of the
Boolean model and ms be its corresponding marking in the encoded Petri net.
It holds that ∀v ∈ V , s(v) = 0 if and only if ms(pv) = 1 and s(v) = 1 if and
only if ms(pv) = 1. Note also that at any marking m of the Petri net encoding
a Boolean model, it always holds that m(pv) +m(pv) = 1.

The main property of this encoding is that it is completely faithful with
respect to the update scheme of the original Boolean model. For each node v of
M, only transitions corresponding to v can change the current marking of pv
or pv. In addition, at any marking at most one of such transitions is enabled
because m(pv)+m(pv) = 1 holds. Hence, for any update scheme in M, we have
a corresponding firing scheme in P, which preserves the equivalence between the
dynamics of M and P [10].

For illustration, let us reconsider the Boolean model shown in Example 1.
Figure 1(b) shows the Petri net encoding of this Boolean model. Place px1

(resp.
px1) in P represents the activation (resp. the inactivation) of node x1 in M.
Marking {px1 , px2} in P represents state 10 in M. Transitions t1x1

and t2x1
rep-

resent the update of node x1. Of course, in any marking t1x1
and t2x1

cannot be
both enabled. Then, the fully asynchronous update scheme in M corresponds
to the classical firing scheme in P where only one of the enabled transitions for
a given marking will be fired [33].

Note that given a Boolean model in the standard SBML-Qual format [5],
i.e., the package of SBML v3 [24] for such models, one can easily obtain its Petri
net encoding in the Petri Net Markup Language (PNML)5 standard using the
BioLQM6 library. This piece of software extracted from GINsim [7] and part of
the CoLoMoTo7 [36] software suite allows for easy conversion between standard
formats. It also accepts many other common formats for Boolean models, notably
the .bnet files of the BoolNet [34,28] tools. The conversion is executed as follows:
java -jar GINsim.jar -lqm <input.{sbml,bnet,zginml,...}> <output.pnml>

Note that transforming a Boolean model defined by its functions into its
Petri net encoding roughly relies on obtaining conditions for the activation and
inactivation of the states. In [8] this took the form of the whole truth table of
the Boolean functions, but as shown in Appendix 1 of [9] computing Disjunctive
Normal Forms (DNF) of each Boolean function is enough. Though this might
appear quite computationally intensive it is important to remark first that con-
trary to the prime-implicants case, there is no need to find minimal DNFs. One

5 https://www.pnml.org/
6 http://www.colomoto.org/biolqm/
7 http://colomoto.org/

https://www.pnml.org/
http://www.colomoto.org/biolqm/
http://colomoto.org/
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way to look at this is to consider that this amounts to a similar approach as
that used in [11] but with the encoding of both activation and inhibition func-
tions as DNFs in order to take into account possible non-local-monotonicity.
This does not change the worst-case-complexity (obtaining a single DNF being
exponential) but might matter a lot in practice. As such, we will explore how
this transformation, here using BDDs in BioLQM, and the one based on the
most-permissive semantics compare in the Section 6 on evaluation.

2.3 Siphons

Siphons are a static and classical property of Petri nets [42]. Note however that
the use of siphons for the analysis of biological models, though it is not new,
has been mostly relevant to the ODE-based continuous semantics of Chemical
Reaction Networks [2,3,14].

We recall here the basic definition establishing that to produce something in
a siphon you must consume something from the siphon. This corresponds to the
idea that a siphon is a set of places that once unmarked remains unmarked.

Definition 2. A siphon of a Petri net (P, T,W ) is a set of places S such that:

∀t ∈ T, S ∩ succ(t) ̸= ∅ ⇒ S ∩ pred(t) ̸= ∅.

Note that ∅ is trivially a siphon.

3 Minimal trap spaces as maximal conflict-free siphons

First, we add a definition related to any set of places of a Petri net encoding a
Boolean model, and notably a siphon of such a net.

Definition 3. A set of places of Petri net P encoding Boolean model M is
conflict-free if it does not contain any two places corresponding to the active and
inactive states of the same gene of M. Then, a conflict-free siphon S is said
to be maximal if and only if there is no other conflict-free siphon S′ such that
S ⊂ S′.

Intuitively, a siphon is a set of places that once unmarked remains so. If it is
conflict-free then its dual corresponds to a partial-state of the model such that
whatever update, the fixed values remain so (since the unmarked places remain
unmarked). This is precisely the definition of a trap space and maximality of the
siphon is equivalent to as many fixed values as possible, hence minimality of the
trap space. For example, the Boolean model given in Example 1 has two trap
spaces, m1 = 11 and m2 = ⋆⋆. The Petri net encoding of this Boolean model has
five generic siphons, S1 = ∅, S2 = {px1 , px1}, S3 = {px2 , px2}, S4 = {px1 , px2},
and S5 = {px1 , px1 , px2 , px2}. However, only S1 and S4 are conflict-free siphons
and correspond to m2 and m1, respectively. Since S1 ⊂ S4, S4 is a maximal
siphon corresponding to the minimal trap space m1. Hereafter, we formally prove
that a maximal conflict-free siphon is equivalent to a minimal trap space.
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Definition 4. Let m be a subspace of Boolean model M = (V, F ). A mirror of
m is a set of places S in the Petri net encoding P of M such that:

∀v ∈ Dm,m(v) = 0 ⇔ pv ∈ S,m(v) = 1 ⇔ pv ∈ S

and
∀v ∈ V \Dm, pv ̸∈ S, pv ̸∈ S.

Theorem 1. Let M = (V, F ) be a Boolean model and P be its Petri net en-
coding. A subspace m is a trap space of M if and only if its mirror S is a
conflict-free siphon of P.

Proof. First, we show that if m is a trap space of M, then S is a conflict-free
siphon of P (*). If Dm = ∅, then S = ∅ is trivially a conflict-free siphon of P.
Thus, we consider the case that Dm ̸= ∅ (resp. S ̸= ∅). Assume that S is not
a siphon of P. Then, there is a transition t ∈ T such that S ∩ succ(t) ̸= ∅ but
S ∩ pred(t) = ∅. In other words, there is a place p ∈ S such that p ∈ succ(t) but
p ̸∈ pred(t). Let v be the corresponding node in M of p. By the characterization
of the encoding [8], there is a directional arc from t to p and a directional arc
from the complementary place of p to t. Without loss of generality, we assume
that p = pv, then there is a directional arc from t to pv and a directional arc
from pv to t. In addition, there is also no arc or a bidirectional arc between t and
another place rather than pv and pv. Thus, there is no connecting arc between t
and any place in S \ {pv} because S ∩ pred(t) ̸= ∅. In SM[m], a node in V \Dm

can receive any Boolean value. Hence, there is a state s ∈ SM[m] such that
ms(p

′) = 1,∀p′ ∈ pred(t) \ {pv} where ms is the corresponding marking in P of
s. We also have ms(pv) = 0, leading to ms(pv) = 1 by the characterization of the
encoding [8]. Now, t is enabled at marking ms. Its firing leads to a new marking
m′

s such that m′
s(pv) = 1 and m′

s(pv) = 0. Let s′ be the corresponding state
in M of m′

s. Since m is a trap space of M, s′ ∈ SM[m]. Then, s′(v) = m(v),
leading to m′

s(pv) = 0, which is a contradiction. Hence, S is a siphon of P. By
the definition of a mirror, S is also a conflict-free one.

Second, we show that if S is a conflict-free siphon of P, then m is a trap
space of M (**). By the definition of a mirror, m is a subspace of M. Let s
be an arbitrary state in SM[m] and ms be its corresponding marking in P. By
the characterization of the encoding [8], ms(p) = 0,∀p ∈ S. In any marking
m′

s reachable from ms regardless of the firing scheme of P, we have m′
s(p) =

0,∀p ∈ S by the dynamical property on markings of a siphon [31]. Equivalently,
in any state s′ reachable from s regardless of the update scheme of M, we have
s′(v) = s(v) = m(v),∀v ∈ Dm. Then, s′ ∈ SM[m]. By the definition of a trap
space and the arbitrariness of s, m is a trap space of M.

From (*) and (**), we can conclude the proof. ⊓⊔

Theorem 2. Let M be a Boolean model and P be its Petri net encoding. A
subspace m is a minimal trap space of M if and only if its mirror S is a maximal
conflict-free siphon of P.
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Proof. First, we show that if m is a minimal trap space of M, then S is a
maximal conflict-free siphon of P (*). Since m is a trap space of M, S is a
conflict-free siphon of P by Theorem 1. Assume that S is not maximal. Then,
there is another conflict-free siphon S′ such that S ⊂ S′. By Theorem 1, there
is a trap space m′ corresponding to S′. Following the definition of a mirror,
SM[m′] ⊂ SM[m], thus m′ < m. This is a contradiction because m is a minimal
trap space. Hence, S is a maximal conflict-free siphon of P.

Second, we show that if S is a maximal conflict-free siphon of P, then m is
a minimal trap space of M (**). Since S is a conflict-free siphon of P, m is a
trap space of M by Theorem 1. Assume that m is not minimal. Then, there is
another trap space m′ such that m′ < m. In other words, SM[m′] ⊂ SM[m]. Let
S′ be the mirror of m′. S′ is a conflict-free siphon by Theorem 1. Following the
definition of a mirror, S ⊂ S′, which is a contradiction because S is a maximal
conflict-free siphon. Hence, m is a minimal trap space of M.

From (*) and (**), we can conclude the proof. ⊓⊔

By Theorem 2, we can reduce the problem of computing all minimal trap
spaces of a Boolean model to the problem of computing all maximal conflict-free
siphons of its Petri net encoding. Note that in the case of stable states, this can
be put in regard to the classical relationship between siphons and deadlocks in
Petri nets. It might actually be possible to generalize our result to any 1-safe
place-complementary Petri net to define a notion of trap space that might be
useful for the analysis of Petri nets, but this is out of the scope of this article.

It is noted that there are no existing methods specifically designed for com-
puting maximal conflict-free siphons (even maximal siphons) of a Petri net. The
reason might be that researchers mainly focus on minimal siphons [31]. Hence,
we here propose a new method based on Answer Set Programming (ASP) [17]
for computing maximal conflict-free siphons of a Petri net. The details of the
proposed method shall be given in the next section.

4 Answer set programming-based method

First, we show the characterization of all conflict-free siphons of the encoded
Petri net P = (P, T,W ). Suppose that S is a generic siphon of P. If a place p
should belong to S, then by definition all the transitions in pred(p) must belong
to succ(S). Note that succ(S) =

⋃
p∈S succ(p). A transition t belongs to succ(S)

if and only if there is at least one place p′ in S such that p′ ∈ pred(t). Hence,
for each transition t ∈ pred(p), we can state that

p ∈ S ⇒
∨

p′∈pred(t)

p′ ∈ S. (1)

The system of all the rules of the above form with respect to all pairs (p, t) where
p ∈ P, t ∈ T, t ∈ pred(p) fully characterizes all generic siphons of a Petri net and
has been used with SAT solvers in [38,35]. To make S to be a conflict-free siphon,
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we need to add to the system the rule

pv ∈ S ⇒ pv ̸∈ S ∧ pv ∈ S ⇒ pv ̸∈ S (2)

for each node v ∈ V . By definition, the final system fully characterizes all conflict-
free siphons of the encoded Petri net.

Then, we translate the above characterization into the ASP L as follows. We
introduce atom p-v (resp. n-v) to denote place pv (resp. pv), ∀v ∈ V . The set
of all atoms in L is given as A =

⋃
v∈V {p-v, n-v}. For each pair (p, t) where

p ∈ P, t ∈ T, t ∈ pred(p), we translate the rule (1) into the ASP rule

a_1; ... ; a_k :- a.

where a ∈ A is the atom representing place p and {a_1, . . . , a_k} ⊆ A is the set
of atoms representing places in pred(t). The rule (2) is translated into the ASP
rule

:- p-v, n-v.

for each v ∈ V . This ASP rule guarantees that two places representing the same
node in M never belong to the same siphon of P, representing the conflict-
freeness. Naturally, a Herbrand model (see, e.g, [17]) of L is equivalent to a
conflict-free siphon of P. To guarantee that a Herbrand model is also a stable
model (an answer set), we need to add to L the two choice rules

{p-v}. {n-v}.

for each v ∈ V . Note that the number of atoms of L is only 2n, whereas the ASP
encoding shown in [27] has as many atoms as the number of prime-implicants
of the Boolean model and that number might be exponential in n. In [11], there
is an ASP characterization of trap spaces that does not rely on minimal DNFs
either and thus seems very similar to our ASP encoding. Remarkably it only
requires the DNF for the activation part, using the information that it will only
be used for locally-monotonic Boolean models. We would therefore expect that,
when available, it will have comparable performance on the ASP part (the ASP
program would be approximately twice smaller, though redundancy is not always
bad in that field), but can also avoid combinatorial explosion of the Petri net
encoding for some formula where the activation DNF is simple but the inhibition
is not. Since mpbn is included in our benchmark this will be evaluated in our
experiments.

Now, a solution (simply an answer set) A ⊆ A of L is equivalent to a conflict-
free siphon S of P, thus a trap space m of M. The conversion from A to m is
straightforward. If p-v ∈ A then v ∈ Dm and m(v) = 0. Conversely, if n-v ∈ A
then v ∈ Dm and m(v) = 1. Otherwise, v ̸∈ Dm. Computing multiple answer
sets is built into ASP solvers and the solving collection POTASSCO [17] also
features the option to find set-inclusion maximal answer sets with respect to the
set of atoms. Naturally, a set-inclusion maximal answer set of L is equivalent to
a maximal conflict-free siphon of P, thus a minimal trap space of M. By using
this built-in option, we can compute all the set-inclusion maximal answer sets
of L (resp. all the minimal trap spaces of M) in one execution.
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5 Motivating example

For a few years now we have been collaborating with biologists who build very
large detailed and annotated maps and now wish to analyze the dynamics of
the corresponding models. One of the main maps studied this way represents
knowledge about the Rheumatoïd Arthritis [45], and was the main motiva-
tion for the development of a tool to automatically transform it into an ex-
ecutable Boolean model [1]. In the supplementary material of the paper, an
excerpt of the map, focused around the apoptosis (cell death) module is trans-
formed into a model of reasonable size, namely 180 Boolean variables (model
F5_RA_apoptosis_executable_module.sbml of supplementary material S3, and
model “RA-apoptosis” of Section 6). The study of such model, though, is a big
hurdle. Indeed, as stated in the article about another model of the same size:
“The size of the CaSQ-inferred MAPK model (181 nodes) made the calculation
of stable states a non-realistic endeavour.”

In practice, even if there is a huge number of attractors in such a model,
obtaining a sample of those can reveal very useful to invalidate the model and
lead to further refinement. In particular, it provides a feature-rich alternative to
random simulations for this type of very non-deterministic model. Being able to
detect that there are inconsistencies with published experimental data in some
of the first 1000 attractors, for instance, can lead to a much quicker Systems
Biology loop: model, invalidate, refine.

However, using a state-of-the-art tool like PyBoolNet [27] on that model ac-
tually fails at the phase of prime-implicant generation. mpbn [41] does not give
any answer either because it recognizes that model as non-locally-monotonic.
And hence, it is not possible to extract any (complex) attractor at all. This is
also true for the Alzheimer model also mentioned in that same article and orig-
inally from [39] (F4 file in the original supplementary material, and “Alzheimer”
in Table 2), but actually not for the MAPK model for which the first trap
spaces can be obtained in reasonable time. The current practice usually revolves
then around fixing some inputs to plausible values and reducing the model ac-
cordingly. While this approach makes sense, it relies on potentially arbitrary
decisions, and hides away critical modelling choices that were actually not part
of the original Boolean model or even of the starting map.

Using the method presented above, it is possible to convert the model to
PNML in about one second and to obtain the first 1000 minimal trap spaces
(including ones that contain more than one state) in a few milliseconds. Un-
fortunately since this was not available at the time, the analysis of the model
remained very high-level and qualitative, instead of being able to use the rich
information of computed minimal trap spaces.

6 Evaluation

To assess the efficiency of the proposed method, implemented as a Python pack-
age named Trappist, we compare it with the state-of-the-art method imple-
mented in the tool PyBoolNet [27,28] on both its own repository of models and
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large models from the literature. In addition, we also include the tool mpbn [41]
to the benchmarks although it only handles locally-monotonic models, whereas
both Trappist and PyBoolNet can handle general models.

To solve the ASP problems, we used the same ASP solver CLINGO [17] and
the same configuration as that used in PyBoolNet [27,28]. Specifically, we used
the configuration -heuristic=Domain -enum-mod=domRec -dom-mod=3 (subset
maximality, equivalent to the deprecated –dom-pref=32 –heuristic=domain
–dom-mod=7 used by PyBoolNet). We ran all the benchmarks on an apple laptop
whose environment is CPU: Intel® Core™ i7 1.20GHz x 4, 16 GB DDR4 RAM,
MacOS 12.3.1. Finally, we set a time limit of two minutes for each model. Note
that we did not get the opportunity to run this benchmark on a proper dedicated
computing workstation, the results are therefore only indicative of global trends
and should not be interpreted as precise performance. This is also why in some
rare cases finding all minimal trap spaces was faster than with the limit to 1000.

For all the above tools, namely PyBoolNet, mpbn and CLINGO, we used the
version available in the latest CoLoMoTo docker image tagged 2022-05-01. All
the models and a CoLoMoTo notebook realizing the benchmarks can be found at
https://github.com/soli/trap-spaces-as-siphons. These can be run on a Docker
image in the cloud by clicking the “Binder” button.

6.1 PyBoolNet repository

As shown in Table 1, for most of the models of the official PyBoolNet repository8,
the results are comparable with all minimal trap spaces found very fast. For 5
of the 29 models, mpbn did not give any answer because it recognized these
models as not locally-monotonic. Note that on some very small models, Trappist
is sometimes slower than PyBoolNet and/or mpbn, but still significantly under
one second. Moreover, we believe that the result on the arellano_rootstem model
is caused by the cold start of the JVM for BioLQM. On the contrary, on every
model that was a bit challenging for PyBoolNet or mpbn, the new method is far
more efficient with speedups between one and two orders of magnitude.

6.2 Selected models

We used a set of real-world Boolean models lying in various scales collected from
numerous bibliographic sources. These models are quite big (in size), complex
(i.e., having high average in-degree, which is related to the number of prime-
implicants) and most of them have never been fully analyzed. We then applied
PyBoolNet, mpbn, and Trappist to computing minimal trap spaces of these real-
world models. It is notable that unlike existing analysis shown in the literature,
we did not fix specific values for source nodes (i.e., some node v such that
fv = v) in these models. Table 2 shows the experimental results on those models.
Hereafter, we analyze in detail the results with respect to minimal trap space
computation.
8 https://github.com/hklarner/pyboolnet/tree/master/pyboolnet/repository

https://github.com/soli/trap-spaces-as-siphons
https://github.com/hklarner/pyboolnet/tree/master/pyboolnet/repository
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Table 1: Timing comparisons between PyBoolNet, mpbn and Trappist on the
PyBoolNet repository. Column n denotes the number of nodes of each model.
Column |M | denotes the number of minimal trap spaces and for each method
is given the computation time in seconds, asking only for the first 1000 trap
spaces. A number in bold indicates a ratio greater than three compared to the
best result. “NM” indicates a non-locally-monotonic model.

model n |M | PyBoolNet mpbn Trappist

1 arellano_rootstem 9 4 0.05 0.01 0.20
2 calzone_cellfate 28 27 0.03 NM 0.03
3 dahlhaus_neuroplastoma 23 32 0.05 0.02 0.03
4 davidich_yeast 10 12 0.04 0.01 0.02
5 dinwoodie_life 15 7 0.03 0.01 0.01
6 dinwoodie_stomatal 13 1 0.03 0.01 0.01
7 faure_cellcycle 10 2 0.04 0.01 0.02
8 grieco_mapk 53 18 0.04 0.02 0.02
9 irons_yeast 18 1 0.05 0.01 0.02

10 jaoude_thdiff 103 >1000 1.44 0.90 0.09
11 klamt_tcr 40 8 0.04 0.01 0.03
12 krumsiek_myeloid 11 6 0.03 0.01 0.01
13 multivalued 13 4 0.03 0.01 0.01
14 n12c5 11 5 35.16 0.01 0.02
15 n3s1c1a 2 2 0.02 0.01 0.01
16 n3s1c1b 2 2 0.02 0.01 0.01
17 n5s3 4 3 0.03 NM 0.01
18 n6s1c2 5 3 0.03 0.01 0.01
19 n7s3 6 3 0.02 0.01 0.01
20 raf 3 2 0.02 0.01 0.01
21 randomnet_n15k3 15 3 0.03 NM 0.01
22 randomnet_n7k3 7 10 0.03 NM 0.01
23 remy_tumorigenesis 34 25 2.14 0.02 0.02
24 saadatpour_guardcell 13 1 0.03 0.01 0.01
25 selvaggio_emt 56 >1000 1.02 0.52 0.09
26 tournier_apoptosis 12 3 0.04 0.01 0.01
27 xiao_wnt5a 7 4 0.03 0.01 0.01
28 zhang_tlgl 60 156 0.22 NM 0.05
29 zhang_tlgl_v2 60 258 0.09 0.15 0.02

The first observation is that for 26 of the 33 models (more than 78%), mpbn
did not give any answer because it recognized that these models as not locally-
monotonic. For 6 of the 33 models where mpbn returned the answers, mpbn
and Trappist are comparable in computation time, though surprisingly mpbn
appears a bit slower on average. Note however that mpbn was the only tool to
provide a solution for the SN-5 model, thus confirming that if the activation
function is in the right form, not having to compute the inactivation function’s
disjunctive normal form can render a difficult problem tractable. However, since
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Table 2: Timing comparisons between PyBoolNet (PBN), mpbn and Trappist
on selected models from the literature. Column n (resp. s) denotes the number
of nodes (resp. source nodes) of each model. Column |M | denotes the number
of minimal trap spaces and for each method is given the computation time in
seconds. “DNF” means that the method did not finish the computation (stopping
at the first 1000 minimal trap spaces, or all for the last column) within the
timeout of two minutes. “NM” indicates a non-locally-monotonic model.

PBN mpbn Trappist

model n s |M | 1000 1000 1000 all

1 inflammatory-bowel [22] 47 0 1 DNF NM 1.26 0.69
2 T-LGL-survival [22] 61 7 318 0.84 NM 0.01 0.01
3 butanol-production [22] 66 13 8192 0.71 NM 0.01 0.02
4 colon-cancer [22] 70 1 10 0.20 NM 0.02 0.01
5 mast-cell-activation [1] 73 19 >1000 0.76 NM 0.01 DNF
6 IL-6-signalling [22] 86 15 32768 1.29 NM 0.01 0.01
7 Corral-ThIL-17-diff [13] 92 16 >1000 DNF NM 0.03 DNF
8 Korkut-2015 [30] 99 12 18556 DNF 1.04 0.06 0.08

9 adhesion-cip-migration [19] 121 4 78 36.80 0.35 0.27 0.09
10 interferon-1 [40] 121 55 >1000 10.11 NM 0.02 DNF
11 TCR-TLR5-signaling [44] 130 5 48 2.06 NM 0.03 0.02
12 influenza-replication [22] 131 11 10128 46.67 NM 0.02 0.02
13 prostate-cancer [32] 133 11 2760 DNF NM 0.16 0.04
14 HIV-1 [22] 138 14 39424 DNF NM 0.06 0.06
15 fibroblasts [21] 139 9 >1000 DNF NM 0.08 DNF
16 HMOX-1-pathway [40] 145 56 >1000 6.52 NM 0.02 DNF
17 kynurenine-pathway [40] 150 72 >1000 DNF NM 0.19 DNF
18 virus-replication-cycle [40] 154 25 >1000 DNF NM 0.03 DNF
19 immune-system [22] 164 13 >1000 DNF NM 0.08 DNF
20 RA-apoptosis [1] 180 59 >1000 DNF NM 0.02 DNF
21 MAPK [1] 181 37 >1000 87.13 NM 0.03 DNF
22 er-stress [40] 182 75 >1000 17.88 NM 0.03 DNF
23 cascade-3 [49] 183 0 1 101.18 NM 0.40 0.07
24 CHO-2016 [30] 200 13 13312 DNF 2.45 0.07 0.08
25 T-cell-check-point [23] 218 14 >1000 69.94 NM 0.05 DNF
26 ErbB-receptor-signaling [20] 247 22 >1000 DNF NM 0.24 DNF
27 macrophage-activation [22] 321 19 >1000 16.43 NM 0.05 DNF
28 cholocystokinin [1] 383 74 >1000 1.42 NM 0.08 DNF
29 Alzheimer [1] 762 237 >1000 DNF NM 0.29 DNF

30 KEGG-network [29] 1659 521 >1000 DNF 20.76 3.40 DNF
31 human-network [25] 1953 669 >1000 DNF 23.62 5.93 DNF
32 SN-5 [26] 2746 829 >1000 DNF 28.94 DNF DNF
33 turei-2016 [30] 4691 1257 ??? DNF DNF DNF DNF

mbpn can handle only locally-monotonic models and Trappist can handle general
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models, it is difficult to further compare between them. Hence, we focus on only
comparisons between PyBoolNet and Trappist in the following observations.

The second observation is that the proposed method vastly outperforms Py-
BoolNet in computational time, on each and every model, and sometimes with
orders of magnitude of difference (e.g., for most models in the 100–1000 nodes
size range). Note that for all the cases where PyBoolNet did not manage to finish
before the timeout, as marked by “DNF” in Table 2, the timeout occurred during
the computation of the prime-implicants. Hence, not even a single minimal trap
space was output by that method. The computational advantage is therefore
immediately a practical advantage since on the one hand the state-of-the-art
method did not allow any analysis whatsoever of the models, and on the other
hand the proposed method could provide, very often under one second, the first
thousand minimal trap spaces. For modellers having a critical look at a model
and in a model, invalidate, refine loop this means a huge difference in the models
that are amenable to study.

Note that even with a very restricted time-limit of two minutes, it was possi-
ble with the proposed technique to find all minimal trap spaces of small models
(roughly under 130 nodes, i.e., considered as quite big up to now). Though it
might seem impractical to handle tens of thousands of such possible complex
attractors in a manual way, i.e., to compare them to specific experimental con-
ditions and corresponding data, we hope that an automatic analysis of such
attractors might become possible with systematic verification methods, not un-
like that described in [23]. Since the ASP code is declarative by nature, it is also
possible to add to it supplementary constraints coming from the modeler in case
one is looking for specific attractors. Finally, sampling from the ASP-generated
solutions as is done in [12] would allow for a different type of exploration.

The third observation is that for all the models where PyBoolNet finished
before the timeout, once PyBoolNet went through the prime-implicant phase, its
ASP solving phase quickly returned the first 1000 minimal trap spaces, all under
one second. For these models, the ASP solving phase of the proposed method
also took very short time, all under one second. Hence, with the experimental
results shown in this paper, the practical differences between our ASP encoding
and that of PyBoolNet are not distinctly exposed. The fact that our new ASP
encoding is guaranteed to be linear in the number of nodes of the original model
does not seem to be crucial here, however a much deeper analysis of those cases
remains to be done.

The last observation is that for very large models (i.e., more than two thou-
sand nodes) the proposed method did not manage to finish the Petri net conver-
sion before the timeout, as marked by “???” in Table 2. This points to the fact
that our current choice of using a BDD-based translation to obtain that Petri
net encoding, though it provides a small/efficient ASP might be too costly to
handle the largest models. In such a case, a more naive encoding might provide
a much larger ASP program, with many redundant rules, but easier/faster to
obtain. The evaluation of the feasibility of such strategy, and of its impact on
smaller instances, remains to be done and is out of the scope of this first article.
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Recognizing that a model is locally-monotonic and applying in that specific case
dedicated strategies as those of mpbn might also be a partial solution as shown
in the SN-5 case, but not for the turei-2016 model.

Note that though enumerating the extremal siphons of a Petri net is exponen-
tial (see [35] for instance) this is apparently not the bottleneck of the proposed
method, showing once again that networks obtained from biochemical models
do have a specific structure.

7 Conclusion

In this article we proposed a new method for the computation of minimal trap
spaces of Boolean models, based on a new concept called maximal conflict-free
siphons. This method is evaluated on large models from the literature and shows
that it can scale up much better than the state-of-the-art prime-implicants based
techniques. We believe that this opens up the way to a much better analysis of
large Boolean models, which is needed with the advent of automatic model-
generation pipelines [40].

Though we benchmarked this new approach against state-of-the-art tools,
there are many more evaluations that we plan to do in the future. First, the Bi-
oLQM platform that we are using is providing another implicant-based method
using BDDs in http://colomoto.org/biolqm/doc/tools-trapspace.html and though
we expect it to behave mostly like PyBoolNet, that remains to be checked. Note
that this also raises the question of replacing altogether the BioLQM preprocess-
ing step we use to obtain the Petri net encoding, since its use of BDDs might
not be optimal for that step. The trade-off between a small Petri net, and hence
small ASP, and the time it takes to compute it (in other words, the trade-off of
allowing redundant constraints) has to be evaluated in depth.

Second, the experimental results shown in this paper mostly expose the differ-
ences caused by the prime-implicant phase of PyBoolNet. There is much more
information required to distinctly study the practical differences between our
ASP encoding and that of PyBoolNet, and notably their size/efficiency ratio.
Hence, we plan to conduct experiments on more real-world models or maybe
random models that can be randomly generated by using BoolNet [34]. Such
experiments should include a time-course of the number of ASP solutions found
for proper comparison of the ASP encodings.

In addition, there are possibly other methods for computing maximal conflict-
free siphons in Petri nets, like SAT/MaxSAT approaches [35]. Although these
approaches do not directly support the maximal conflict-free siphon computation
now, we plan to investigate them in the future. They could replace our ASP
program if they outperform it. However, the current method appears to already
perform very well even on the biggest models we have considered.

Finally, we think that the links between Petri nets and Boolean models that
we stumbled upon in this method might have deeper roots. Exploring those
connections might lead both to interesting topics of research for Petri nets, like
a notion of trap-spaces, and for Boolean models.

http://colomoto.org/biolqm/doc/tools-trapspace.html
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